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USS Re CEMA TRADE 

VRINCIPLES, METHODS USED IN CEMA TRADE STATISTICS 

Moscow IZVESTIYA AKADEMII NAUK SSR--SERIYA EKONOMICHESKAYA in Puseian No 4, 
Jul-Aug 80 pp 78-912 

Article by 0. T. Bogomolov: "Methods for the Statistical Description and 
Analyste of Foreign Economic Ties of CEMA Countries") 

(Text) Suffietently complete statistical information on the volume, dyna- 
mica, and structure of foreign economic ties, and especially of trade turn- 
over, le necessary for an analysis of the international division of labor, 
socialist economic integration and, the more so, for the planned control of 
thetr development. A statistical accounting of foreign trade and tourist 
exchange, international freight shipments, and foreign currency receipts and 
payments is conducted in all countries of the world although the methods and 
completeness of this accounting differ in individual countries. Naturally, 
the socialist countries have their own accounting specifics which ensue pri- 
marily from the principles for the planned conduct of the economy. 

Statistical observation which is supplemented when necessary by bookkeeping 
and operational accounting permits a description of the socialist countries’ 
participation in the international division of labor in cost and real 
indices and disclosing the quantitative interconnections and relations be- 
tween foreign economic exchange and domestic economic development. Of 
course, the quantitative representation of such a complex process as the 

international division of labor is ratner difficult and not always a com- 
pletely solvable problem. Therefore, it is important to know the capabili- 
ties and special features of the statistics of foreign economic ties and to 

improve the methods for the quantitative interpretation of the process of 
socialist economic irtegration. 

Statistics of Foreign Trade Exchange 

Foreign trade statistics deal with the concepts of export, import, and com- 
modity turnover (the sum of the value of export and import). Consideration 
of the value and quantity of imported and exported commodities ie the main 

element in the statistics of all foreign economic ties. However, 
only those commodities which areshipped abdroa4 eas a result of 



Duyli @e-@elling traneactiona or other commercia., (for example, barter) opera- 
tiona are subfect to accounting {mn socialist countries, This meane that 

export And import do not inelug@e commodities whieh are delivered in accord- 

ance with agreements concerning the rendering of aselatance t’ forelen statu 
free of charge, exported for delivery and credited to the country's pay- 

mena to the UN technical assistance fund; to be shipped across the territory 
of the given country; and other commodities which are temporarily shipped a- 

broad to be shown at exhidttions and which arrive from abroad for the sane 
purpose, the export and import of which do not have & commercial nature, to 
Lneluge consignments for personal use and passenger baggage. 

A commodity can be purchased abroad and again gold abroad without its subd- 

atantial processing in the importing country or without shipment to this 
country at eli. Operations of this type are called reexporting and are con- 
fidered as part of exporting and importing by foreign trade statistics. As 
regarie vessels of foreign navigatior which are imported, the criterion for 
etatiatical accounting ie not the fact of crossing the border, but the fact 
of the vessel's registration to the flag of a given country and in the in- 
porting country. 

when exporting raw material for processing in another country with the return 
of the products obtained as a result of the processing after this (export of 
customer-eupplied raw materials), only the value of the processing is consid- 

ered av part of the importing and exporting, and when dispatching tranepo:t 

means .vesoels) for repair abroad--only the value of the repair is considered. 

In recent years, the lease transfer of computers, road-bullding machinery, 
olledrilling equipment, special machine tools, and so forth has begun to be 

practiced tn relations between countries. The export and import of such 
equipment, fuet as customer-supplied raw materials, are not reflected in the 
value of exports and imports; however, they can te indicated separately, as 

if in the balance of trade operations. 

It should be stated that the principles for accounting for the export and 
import of commodities employed by the CEMA countries facilitate the compari- 
fon of trade statistical data with data concerning foreign payme’. transac- 

tions since the export and import include only those commodities whose de- 
livery is accompanied by the initiation of requirements and obligations in 
currency. However, to compile balances of production and consumption of in- 
dividual commodities, just as the balance of the entire national economy, 

and to disclose the dynamics of national wealth, it is important to know the 
movement of all commodities and valuables across the border; this decreases 
or increases the country's material resources. If this task is kept inmind, 
export and import should include those commodities which are delivered as 
free assistance or gifts. The UN Statistical Commission recommends proceed- 
ing in fust this manner. The United States and several other countries are 
following this recommendation, but many countries are continuing to consider 
in foreign trade statistics only the commercial export and import of com- 
modities. The foreign trade statistics of the CEMA countries for the import 

and export of commodities which do not have a commercial nature envision 
accounting as a special position. 



fhe concept of “internal” export exiate where a country sella ita comaoditi: 

r services to foreign citizens (for example, tourists) or organizations (for 
example, (iplomatiec representatives) within the limita of their borders, [hr 
vitority of theae commodities are consumed locally but they are partially «x 
ported, for examp!>, with personal or diplomatic baggage. “Internal” oxport 
erves “8 & source: (sometimes extremely big) for the receipt of foreign ex- 

‘hange, however, || de not considered by foreign trade statiaticn with ‘he 
exception of oslediatillation residues, fuel, and provisions acquired by 
foreign vessels ant airplanes, 

‘nue, in the foreign trade of the socialist countries statiatical accounting 
oneompasses the overwhelming part, however, not all commodities which move 
acroes the border and are transferred to foreigners and foreign organization: 

r bought from them. In @ number of cases the exporting and importing of 
services, primarily transportation services and technical documentation 
which te transferred as scientific-technical collaboration, slips away from 

ne of the central tasks of forelan trade atatistics of the socialist coun- 

‘ries consists of ensuring the uniformity of accounting principles and the 
somparabliity of natural and especially of value indices of the volume of 

exports and imports. “his was attained in considerable measure. Comm idi- 
ties whose quantity is counted {n weight measures are considered by stitins- 

ties in all CEMA countries as net weight. 

in accordance with international practice and the recommendations of the (IN 

“tatistical Commission, the value of exports and imports is estimated on the 
basis of contract prices. In this manner, the comparability of the dain of 

various countries is ensured. ‘The CEMA countrice keep their accounts 
{n actual prices in accordance with which the seller and buyer settle ac- 
counts and which, in case of a discount for nonobservance of the required 
juantity or under some other conditions, can differ from the contract pricer. 
‘ont data are usually presented in national currency (foreign exchange rub- 

les, zlotys, leus, and so forth). Here, the contract currency is recalcula'- 

ed into the national currency in accordance with the official rate of ex- 
s“hange. Since the contract prices which have been recalculated into nationn] 

currency in accordance wiih the official rate of exchange differ from domes 
tic prices, the value of exports and imports presented by national foreign- 
trade statistics is not directly comparable with the value of commodities i: 
accordance with donestic wholesale or re‘ail prices. 

Important significance is had by the special features of cost accounting of 
‘xports and imports which are connected with solution of the problem of how 
ind in what formulation overhead expenses for transportation, insurance, 

'ouding and transshipment, and so forth should be included in the price. 

The comparability of cost indices in foreign trade turnover of the socialist 
rountries, of course, can be ensured only with the same freight fee basis 

* contract prices. The Permanent CEMA Commission for Statistics recommend: 
‘he adoption of "fob"! or free at the border of the exporting country pricec 
for exporting and for importing. This means that the price covers the cost 



if the commodity and {ts delivery t. the border or port of the seliing coun 
try and loading on board the vessel, 

When the trading countries have a common border, the employment of prices 
frec ut the bDorder in atatiatics ia completely natural. However, if the 

purchased commodity does not arrive from @ neighboring country or if it. i 

onipped on @ fore. gn vessel rather than a domestic one, the importer pay. 

ndditlonal overhead expenses in currency in addition to "fob" prices (or 

prices free at the border of the exporting country), and namely: transit 
Acrose the territory of third countries or see freight fee and freight in- 
surance, When accounting for imports in "fob" prices these services, which 
are acgu.red abro: 1! and pald for in foreign exchange, do not receive th 
corresponding reflection in foreignetrade statistics. On the other hand, i: 

the case 9. shipme at of cargo on @ vessel of the exporting country, the lat- 
Ler aleo aetually oxports transportation services which, however, do not 
find thelr way to the export account when using "fob" prices. 

‘hese circumstances explain the fact that Hungary, Cuba, and SFRYu /Social- 
iut Federated Republic of Yugoslavia) calculate the value of imports on the 
bauio of “eit? prices or free at the border of the importing country. In 
ther words, pric: includes not only the value of the commodity and its de- 

livery to the border or port of the exporting country, but also all tran 
portation and inourance expenses for delivery to the border (port) of the 

importing country. The UN Statistical Commision recommends the maintaining 
f import accounte in "cif" prices and the majority of the capitalist coun- 
tries (except for Canada, Australiu, and the UAR which employ "fob" prices) 
are mplementing this recommendation 

The foreign trade turnover of the socialist countries is calculated for 
etriotly defined calendar periods (year, half year, month) regardless of to 

the account of which trade agreement 4N¢ the olan for which period the conm- 
modity deliveries are accomplished. In addition, the Ministries of Foreign 

Trade maintain an »perational account o° exports and imports as well 1: of 

nmtracts concludet in the comparison with trade agreements and plans. 

The date when comm dities cross the border is usually considered as follows: 
in exporting--the tate of writing out the bill of lading or the date of the 
stamp on the railroad bill of lading which is placed at the border ctation 

of the exporting country; in importing--the date that the vessel arrives at 
the first port of the importing country or the date of the stamp of the 

importer's »order railroad station. 

The geographic and commodi'y section of foreign trade have the mort sub- 
stantial significance in s:atistical accounting. As regards the geographic 

listribution of the commod ty turnover, the CEMA member countries are guided 

by between which countries a trade agreement has been concluded and a con- 
tract has been concluded in accordance with which deliveries are made. In 
accordance with generally accepted principles for accounting, the country of 
export should be the country of final destination (consumption) of the com- 

modity being exported, and ‘he country of import-- the country of origin 



production) of the imported commodity, If the country of destination of 
the exported commodity or the country of origin of the imported commodity 
are unknown, the export is reflected for the commodity's country of address, 
that ie, for the country to whieh the commod!ty fe shipped, and the import--for th: 

country of dlepatch--that {s, for the country from which the commodity te ahinped, 

foclaliut states conelder their foreign trade not only by separate contruc- 
tor-countries, but also by groupe of countries: socialist to include CEMA 
member countries and other socialist countries, capitalist industrially de- 
veloped countries and developing countries, 

Aceounting for export commodities presumes the classification of commodities 
on the basis of vurious principles. For example, commodities may be sub- 

grouped by degree of processing, by branches of production, by purpose, or 
on the basis of a combination of several criteria. On the basis of the de- 
gree and sequence of processing products, the entire list of commodities can 
be divided into three large classes: raw materials, semifinished products, 
and finished articles, but we can also distinguish a large number of con- 
modity groups. Thus, the UN Standard International Trade Classification 
(SMTK) consists of 10 sections and 56 commodity groupe. ? Accounting is con- 
fucted on the basis of this classification in the majority of the cap) talist 
countries as well as in the SPRYu. 

The single commodity product list for the foreign trade of the CEMA member 

countries (YeTN) whieh is employed by these countries differs from the SMTK. 
it consists of 9 big seetions which hav) a somewhat different composition 
than the 10 sections of the SMTK." 

The commodity groups - hich are distinguishable within the individua: sections 
(for example, in the .eetion, "Machines, Equipment, and Transportation 
Meane"=-"Metal-Working ®Squipment,” "Power Equipment, "Materials-Handling 
Fquipment,” and so forth, in the section, "Puel, Mineral Raw Materials, 
Metals"--"Petroleum Raw Materials,” "Petroleum Products,” "Synthetic Liquid 
uel," "Metal Ores and Concentrates," "Ferrous Metals,” "Nonferrous Metals," 
and so forth) permit an even more detailed classification of commodities 
which participate in the foreien trade of the CEMA countries according t< 
the criterion for their purpose (consumer goods, means of production: work 

tools, materials),the origin (agricultural or industrial commodities), and 
the degree of processing. The classification adopted by the CEMA countries 

permits initiating various other groupings depending on the goals of the 
analysis. 

Thanks to the Single Commodity Products List which is supplemented and re- 

fined from time to time on the suggestions of the CEMA Permanent Commission 
on Statistics, the comparability not only of accounting data, but also of 

the foreignetrade plans of the CEMA countries, is attained. 



However, in comparing the commodity trade atructure of the CEMA countries, 

which use the YeTN, and third countries which maintain accounts on the baris 
if the OMTK, diffleulties arter because of the different content of aectionn 

and groupa, even of thoae which have the same name. For example, for the 

weetion, “Machines, Equipment, and Traneportation Means!’ the 8MTK includes 

television aete while in the YeTN they are included in the section, "Indua- 
trial Consumer Goods." As @ result of many years of collaboration of the 
utatiaticlans of CEMA and the Buropean Economic Community, tables of cone 
formity between the YeTN and the OMIK and a conversion key for the vonver= 

sion of the data of both claselfications have been worked out. Thies facili- 
lates international comparison but they continue to remain the lot of the 

| ata. Therefore, in practice {it often is necessary to get by with 

od comparisons which cannot claim statistical rigidity. 

, 2 
“ 2 : 
-) Pus Bae 

' ' 
. Simpii: 

in the statistical characteristic of forelen-trade exchange, an important 
ficator is the correlation of the value of exports and imports for @ spe- 

eifie period of time (for example, a year), or the so-called trade balance. 

[t showa whether the import and export of commodities is balanced. In the 
cave where exports exceed imports, a favorable balance of trade is formed 
which can testify to the granting of credit by the given country to other 

‘ountries with which they pay for the excesses of their import. The > re- 

ence of a favorable or unfavorable balance may be the sign of develo ment 

f “invisible exports” or "invisible imports,” that is, those which di not 
appear in the statisticul account for the import or export ©f various «inds 
of services, tourist exchange, and so forth. "Invisible" exports or import: 

find reflection in accounting for payments and receipts in foreign «x hange 

which le accomplished ty the central bank (or a foreign-trade bank specially 
empowered for this) of the corresponding country. 

ata on the payment turnover with foreign countries characterize a country's 

foreign-economic ties more completely than trade statistics, especially in 
the section of currency requirements and obligations which result from them. 
A country's balance of payments provides a consolidated picture of account- 
ing relations. This means the correlation of monetary receipts from abroad 
and payments abroad for a specific calendar period (as a rule, a year), in 
which regard it is usually determined by groups of currencies: freely con- 

vertible, convertible to rubles, or clearing. 

The balance of payments is made up from various items of expenditure and in- 
come. Its main section ‘n both the income and expenditure part is formed by 

current operations: payrents and receipts which ensue from the export and 

import of commodities, r-ndering services in transportation and insurance of 
cargoes, and tourist exchange. The section on current operations, further, 

includes ~onetary remittances (foreign workers, relatives, and so forth) ; 
remittar to maintain liplomatic representatives and students who are 
studying © road, government incomes and expenditures; transfers of interest 

for loans and credits; and payments to international funds and organizations. 

It should be stated that an item of the balance of payments which reflects 
receipts and payments for the export and import of commodities is not 



ldentleal te the trade balance In fact, deliveriles which have found reflec- 

tion in the trade balance can |e accomplished on credit or with installment 
payments and therefore cannot be aecompanled by calculations which fall 
within the balance of payments. In addition, freight charges and ineurance 
which, in the trade balance, are separated as @ special item and shown com- 
pletely, aay figure in the price of commodities in the trade balance. 

A special section of the trade balance is formed by items which reflect the 

movement of capital, the granting (receipt) and liquidation of credits, the 
increase or decrease in bank deposits in foreign currency, and the balance 
of clearing accounts ae well as the purchase and sale of securities and 
mnknotes in forelgn currency. 

ere, the increase ina country's favorable balance in accounts in foreign bank: 
and in clearing accounts or an increase in forelgn cash in a national bank 
proceeds in accordance with the expenditure portion of the balance of puy- 
mente since it actually means the extension of credit to foreign states and, 
conversely, a decrease in this balance pertains to assets as the actual 

liquidation of creiits granted, 

This seetion of th: balance of payments is a sort of balancing section (we 

can also consider is a balancing item the export and import of gold, how- 
ever, countries which mine gold export it as a commodity and show it as part 
of the exports while countries which do not mine gold very seldom have re- 

course to its sale to equalize the balance of payments). If a country 
bullds up a favorable balance for current items in the balance of payments, 

that ic, receipts exceed payments, this means that in the section of the 
balance of payments which encompasses the movement of capital, an increase 

in assets in the clearing account (the country's deposits in foreign banks) 
or the granting of credits to other countries is shown. With the presence 
of an unfavorable balance for current operations a reduction in the favor- 
able balance of clearing and other accounts (receipts), the receipt of bor- 
rowed capital, the receipt of capital from the sale of property abroad, and 

so forth are observed. 

Thus, the balancesof payments «f countries (which, it is true, are not al- 
ways published in statistical handbooks) throw light on an extremely impor- 
tant section of foreign-economic ties an! provide an impression of the struc- 
ture of monetary requirements and obligations which arise in the course of 

these ties and of how they are balanced. 

The position of a country as a creditor or dettor in relations with the out- 

side world is characterized by th ealeulatec balance. In contrast to the 
balance of payments, it is ot prepared for some period of time, but for a 
certain date, let us say, tre beginning of the year, and is the the correla- 
tion of monetary requirements and obligations in relation to foreign coun- 
tries. The structure of the balance permits classifying them as long- 
medium- or short-term and showing their nature. For example, distinguishing 
requirements and obligations which ensue from inter-governmental loans or 
connected with property which belongs to the given country or is located in 



other countries, with the receipt and offering of company creiita (se bilin 
of exchange), and so forth. The calculated balance permits es. imating the 

extent of the indebtedness and its burden from the standpoint o. the 4ap- 

proach of times for repayment, the nature of debt requirements and ‘he 

degree of their liquddity, and eo forth. The balance ls drawn up in the fee 

tion for various currencies, 

Of course, Statistical publications also present nonvalue indices on the de- 

velopment of foreign-economic ties which characterize their separate forma 

and manifestations, are of interest for analysis, and permit the conduct of 
international comparisons, Such indices include, for example, the number o: 

ealis by forelen vessels at the ports of a given country; the volume of car: 

gees shipped abroad, arriving from abroad, and in transit; the number of 

tourist visits to the country and trips abroad; the number of sets of tech- 
nical documentation sent and received, the number and capacity of industrial 
and other installations being built abroad with the assistance of the given 
country, the number of international agreements on specialization and co- 

operation in production and the standard sizes of the articles which are 

covered by them, and so forth. Each of these indices has its own procedure 
which ts used for calculation which, at times, is still insufficiently per- 

fected and differs in different countries. For example, included among for- 
eign tourists are persons who have visited a country in which they do not 

normally reside regardless of the trip's purpose (tourism, rest, treatment, 

official business trip, sports compet{tion, family business, and so forth). 

Tourists are usually divided into those who spent at least one night in the 

country and excursionist,--all the other people who did not spend the night 
in the given country (daytime tourists, passengers on ships and buses, 

through »assengers). Not considered among tourists are those who live in 

ne country and work in another as well as workers on international trans- 
portation lines. 

Many complications arise when determining the number of articles covered by 
international specialization and cooperation in production since the latter 

may be accomplished for assemblies and parts, standard dimensions of finished 
articles, sets of equipment, or finished production lines. Under these con- 
ditions, it is difficult to decide what should be taken as the initial posi- 

tion for the accountine Usually, the calculation is performed from the num- 
ber of positions which figure in the international agreements regardless of 
whether parts or finished articles are under discussion. In addition, sta- 
tistics distinguishes deliveries in accordance with agreements on interna- 
tional specialization in the value of exports and imports as a waole and for 

individual commodity groups. 

+ 

Methods for the Economic-Statistical Anal 
2 hal 

rsis of Foreign Ties 

In order to utilize statistical information about foreign-economic ties for 

analytical purposes (however vast it may be), it must be processed using 
special, at times rather complex and delicate methods, The statistical 

sroupings discussed above are one of such methods being rather widely used. 



However, they become an effective means of analysis only in combination with 

other procedures, 

'he grouping method ia used to distinguish the main contractor countries and 
to arrange them in order of decreasing importance in the trade of a given 

country or given group of countries, which permits determining the degree of 

geographic concentration of forelgn-economic ties. This method is used for 
the analysis of exports and imports in accordance with the degree of proces- 
aing of commodities, for the disclosure of the proportion of the products 

being delivered as iaternational specialization and cooperation in produc- 
tlon, for determining the proportion of assemblies and parts in the mutual 

deliveries of all specialized output, and so forth, 

An analysis of foreign-economic ties cannot get vy without a disclosure of 
their dynamics, which is linked with the use of special statistical methods. 

Sinee exports and imports are considered by statistics in current prices of 
forelgn-trade transactions, an impression of the actual growth in the volume 
of foreign trade cannot be obtained by a simple comparison of statistical 
data for different years. It is necessary to make a correction for a change 
in contract prices for the corresponding period which have been increasing 
at unusually high rates in the world and in relations between CEMA countries 
in recent years. The index of growth in the foreign trade of the CEMA coun- 

tries which is calculated on the basis of current prices and which is often 

presented in statistical handbooks an¢ analyses is the resultant value of 
the change in prices and the physical volumes of commodities. It can be 
used to characterize the dynamics of volumes (aggregates) of use values be- 
ing exchanged only with very great stipulations. In order to obdtain an ac- 
curate impression of these dynamics, it te necessary to estimate the exports 
and imports fOr comparable years in constant prices. The index of physical 
volume of exports and imports I, is calculated in just this manner on the 
basis of the following formula: 

I. 2 TanPo 
t 

LanPo 

where q is the quantity of a commodity in specific units of measurement; 
p is the per unit price of the commodity; n is the period being studied; 
and 0 is the base period. 

In the CEMA countries 1960 or 1970 have been taken as the base years by mu- 
tual agreement. 

If we use the same amount of commodities 7, in the numerator and denominator 
in the formula which has been presented, the formula will show the movement 
of mean export or import prices. The index of mean export or import prices 
I, 18 calculated from the formula 

Ty 2 ldnP 

lanPo 
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The index of physical volume provides an impression of the dynamics in trade 

exchange from whieh the influence ef the ehange in prices has been eliminated, 

ft permite fudging the incresé lecrease) in the absolute volume (quantity 

f eommodities which are exchanged by the country in forelen marketa, Rit 

metimea thie {8 not suffielent to fudge the actual dynamica of exports ant 

importa, Alone with a growth in the volumes of commodity deliveries there 

may be an improvement in the quality and teehnieal level of the eonmoditins 

beine delivered and new articles may appear which have no analogs in the 

paat, which esauses a ‘uetified growth in prices and an inerease in the valu 

f trade, However, this ecanno' alwace be considered when calculating the in- 

iex of phyaical volume, Some conditionality in this index ensues therefrom 

A comparison of the indicea of mean export and import prices characterizes 

the change in the terme of trade, [If the inerease in export prices lags be- 

hind the movement of import prices, thie meane a deterioriation in the terme 

‘ trade for a given country, that ‘e, the necessity to deliver for the same 

juantity of commodities which it importe a larger quantity of ite own com- 

modities than formerly and, conversely, with an improvement in terms of trade 

the country receives an advantage, The index of terme of trade Th ot. ia cal- 

‘ulated from the formula 

T = ab... Rr Ox: 

t 
‘was . prs if. 

wna" ‘mn, pr, ex. 8O tmn, pr, im, e the indices of the mean prices 
f exports and imports respectively. 

The value of the ind ® of more than J percent) testifies to an improve- 

nent in terme of trade, and less than i (ivi percent )--their deterioration. 

The outetripping growth in worldwide ex:ort prices for raw materials and 

oneray in comparison with prices for machinery and equipment in the period 

1974-1979 led to a deterioration in terme of trade in the majority of the 

intries which import raw mater{ais and energy. 

A apecial task in the economic-statisticnl analysis of the socialist coun- 

tries' foreign-economic ties is the determination of the degree of their de- 

velopment and role in the process of reproducing the social product, This 

task is solved using various methode and procedures elthough far from always 
. 

a eufficientiy satisfactory manner. 

As the international zation of production i ntensified in individual so- 

nxAlist eountries, 4: ever greater part rf the output which they produce is 

not directed for internal consumption, ut for foreian trade. This is ex- 
ereeced in the itestripping growth in t!e physical volume of foreign trade in 

‘omparison with the increase in the ent re socinl product, and especially 

induetrial outrut. Therefore, a compar eon of the indices in the growth of 

exports ‘or the entire foreign-trade turnover) with the index of the increas: 

in the entire social product ‘or nation income, industrial production) 

serves as an indicator of how intensive s given country is drawn into the 
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world traregional, intrasena import requirements for one commolity or 

i ' ommoaditic ’ a certain group, the importance ‘ «4 ‘Oun! Py in 

world export of erta, mmodities if uaually eorrelated w h ite importan 

i the entire world trad Por eeampile, wit#erliana’ jars i the rid ex ' 

if watahes ti timea greater than ité thare in worid trade, aleulating 

milar indus for a rather broad range of positions, we can character! te 

more gpectfieally the piace whieh @ country cupies in the internat tonal 

liv e jabor irae, if Ome cases we can limit ourselves #imply 

to an explanation of a witry's ahare in the international export of @ #iven 

mod \* regrow re eommoeditiea, If it ie euffieliently high, then thie ale 

read) mh r iteelif, But when 4 country has lee’ percent and, at times, 

even i Lhe worid efport, if (6 already necessary to use more mp lex 

procedur 

-_ » whie? ‘fore somewhat from that described above, consiste of 

tern g the pi rtion between the share of individual commodities or 
riod in the export f a country's industrial production and the 

mare of total export of these commodities or commodity groupe for all 

‘A member uuntries in their total export of tndustrial production in the 

A rhet ‘hie index is exprersed by the following formula; 

y - i Ty!’ bas j , 
wey y ey 

gher . 46 the relative index of international specialization of pro- 
lucti ’ y? is the export of a ‘ommodity from a given country; y is the ene 

tire export of industrial production from the given country, ty! ie the ‘Soint 

egport of mnodity { in the mutual trade of the CEMA countries; Ty is the 

§oin* export of industrial produetion in mutual trade. 

7 relntionship presented shows how much the share of @ given commodity or 
maodity group in @ intry's exports is higher or lower than the mean in- 

xy for the entire group of CEMA countries in their mutual trade, ’ 

Ar iox higher than | is the sign of international specialization of a given 

int n the output of the corresponding article although, of course, it 

at relative evidence which requires confirmation by other information. 

The m lifficult tack of economic-stetistical analysis of the socialist 

tries’ forefen-economic tle, te the estimate of their effectiveness. ® 

nformat f forelan-trade statistics is insufficient for such an «st imate, 

needed are data on the internal costs of production which are not pub- 

! a rule, However, inairect estimates are often practiced, Thus, 

the gn-‘rnde value of one ton of machineebuliding export 

r * > OF i’ ermine’ and “pared tetweer ountries. Here. ' 

he thet * greater *he porotit fror ne *or f export, the more 

sua a? nm, lex the eocecsing °* whic the . moditier were subse ted 

juen’ , other litions being equal, the more effertive * he 

i4 



export, A high proportiona: value of imports indicates the importing of com- 

piex equipment which also indicates the effectiveness of importing indirect- 
ly. 

The procedures for the analysie and processing of statistical information on 
the forelgn-economic ties of the CEMA countries which have been examined per- 
mit the disclosure of the main trends in their development and special struc- 
tural features. Nowever, many important aspects of international economic 
integration have not yet received the needed statistical representation, 
especially ite economic impact and influence on the overall course of repro- 
duction processes. The working out of these problema will require serious 
efforts on the part of economists and statisticians. 

FOOTNOTES 

"Fob"e=the first letters of the English expression "free on board" which 
means with consideration of loading on board @ vessel at the expense of 
the seller-exporter, When selling under "fob" conditions the seller is 
required to: deliver the commodity to the port of loading at his own ex- 
pense, load the sold commodity on board the vessel, and receive a clear 
bill of leading and turn it over to the buyer together with the invoice. 
The seller is responsible for any losses and damage which may occur to 
the commodity up to the moment of its delivery on board the vessel. The 
purchaser is required to: charter a vessel or secure space for the stow- 
ing of the commodity on the vessel, inform the seller of the day of the 
vessel's arrival at the loading port, make the payment against the bill 
of lading and the invoice given to him by the seller, perform all subse- 
quent movements of the cargo, and bear the expenses connected with this. 

The buyer assumes the risk for the chance loss or spoilage of the com- 
modity from the moment of its delivery on board the vessel; in the 
United States, the term “fob” has a meaning which corresponds to the 
term "prepaid" ‘franko); several varieties of “fob” exist there: fob 
at the plant, fob on the freight car, fob at the shipping station, and 
ao forth. In order to give the term "fob" its usual meaning, they write 
"fod the vessel." The “fod” price usually includes the export duty and 
other similar taxes and fees. 

ee. * 

2. “Oif"esthe first letters of three English words; “cost,” “insurance,” 
and “freight.” The "cif" price means that in addition to the cost of 
the commodity itself the buyer paid the seller the expenses for its de- 
livery to the port of shipment and loading on board the vessel and paid 

all duties, fees, and taxes connected with the exporting of the commodi- 
ty as well as the freight to the port of unloadingand expenses for insur- 
ing the commodity (the commodity is usualiy ineured in the name of the 

huyer) a8 compared vith the commodity documents given to him (bill of 
lading, insurance policy or insurance certificate, invoice and proof of 
origin of the commodity): when selling under “elif” conditions the sel)- 
er ascumes the risk for the loss or spollage of the commodity which may 
occur to the commodity prior to ioading on board the vessel, and the 
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buyereethe rigk of chance loss or apollage of the commodity after it 4; 
‘oaded on board the vessel. The buyer aagumes the expenses for unload- 
‘i the commodity fron the vessel and for its subsequent movement 
‘o the port of consignment as well as all import fees and duties. 

GMIK classifies the entire commodity products list as follows; 

vertion Name of Section Number of 
Groups 

) Food commodities and live animale 10 
\ Beverages and tobacco 2 
2 Nonfood raw materiale except for fuel 9 
3 Mineral fuel, lubricants, and commodities similar 

to them “ 
“ Fate and ollse of plant and animal origin 3 
5 Chemical products 9 
6 Processed articles classified primarily by materials q 
? Machines, equipment, and means of transportation 3 
,| Various processed articles T 
9 Commodities and transactions not included in other 

commodity sections - 

Total 56 

Sect ion Name of Section Number of 
Groups 

1 Machines, equipment, and means of transportation 10 
2 Puel, mineral raw materials, metals 9 
3 Chemical products, fertilizer, rubber T 
“ Construction materials and parts 3 
5 Raw materials and products of their processing 

(nonfood) except those mentioned earlier 4 
6 Live animals l 
7 Raw materials for production of foodstuffs 3 
8 Foodstuffs 6 
7 Industrial consumer goods 9 

Total 57 
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: ee HKONOMICHESKOYE SOTRUDNICHESTVO STRAN SEV No 5, 1978, » & 

i, fee, for example, &. Peehi. “Some Problem: in Establiohing Pricce v1 
the Mutual Trade of CFMA Countries,” MIROVAYA BKONOMIKA |! 
MicVHDUNARO ONY (FE OTNOSHENTYA Ne 7» Lo7g. iT. 

An Index of relative apecialization of thia type was used in atatistica! 

analyses of the development of international specialization of production 
in the FEC countries. A group of speciallete under the direction of 

P, Malet used such an index in the comprehensive analysis of the trend 
in the development of international specialization in selected ranches 
of production of EEC countries over a period of 15 years. In the calcu- 
lations of the relative level of specialization of individual countries 
in various branches of industrial production it was established by sta- 

fiatics that numerical values of the index greater than 1.° mean a very 

high degree of specialization, from }1,1 to 1.5=ma high degree of speciali- 

sation, 0,9=1, le="unsatisfactory,” | .6-0.4<=<poor, and below 0,5--very 
poor, 

ur opinion, this estimate, which is conducted on a comparable basis, 

in preceded by the study of such questions as the nature of foreign- 

trade exchange--labor-intengive, materfal-{ntensive, and capital- 
intensive, the combined effectiveness of the use of material, labor, 

and financial resources which support foreign-economic ties; th: balance 
f domestic and external factors of economic growth to include problems 

f the conformance of structures, sca'os, and quality level of production 
and exchange, levels of intensity and possibilities for interstate 

apecialization in the basic branches of the national economy, and so 
forth. 

*OPYRIGHT: "“Trdatel’etvo AN SECR, seriya ekonomicheskaya”, 199 



USSReCEMA TRADE 

FACTORS DEFINING SOCIALIST ECONOMIC INTEGRATLON EXAMINED 

Moscow EKONOMILCHESKLYE NAUKI in Russian No 7, 1980 pp 77-84 

[Article by GO. Bogachevskiy, candidate of Economics, (Lvov.): "The Participation of 
CEMA Member Nations in the International Division of Labor and the Exchange of 

Commodities: Factors and |ndicators"; passages enclosed in slant lines printed in 
italics} 

[Text] In the economic Literature of the USSR and other socialist countries a great 

deal of attention is devoted to questions on the theory of the international socialist 
division of labor and foreign trade among socialist bloc nations. This is in direct 
response to Che demands of experience, which are characterized by a steady increase 

in the international division oi labor, the growth of commodities exchanged and an 
increastogly vital influence of these factors on the efficiency of expanded repro- 
duction both in individual member nations of SEV ([CEMA] and in the socialist bloc as 
a whole, 

However, in our opinion, full clarity has not as yet been achieved in the theoretica 

resolution of problems concerning the groups of factors that determine the extent of 
the countries’ participation in the international division of labor and the exchange 
of commodities, the peculiarities of the role of these factors under conditions of 

soclalist economic integration and also the group of factors related to the develop- 
ment of the foreign trade of individual countries. We propose that it is still of 

importance that the existing knowledge regarding the indicated extremely important 
questions be clarilied, concretized and systematized and that certain new aspects of 

them also be investigated. Moreover, it goes without saying that work that has already 

been done, and particularly that of M. Senin, V. Savost'yanov, Yu. Shishkov, V. 
Ivanova, V. Sergeev and others! should serve as the starting point for this. 

it is generally believed that the basic factor that determines the degree of parti- 

cipation of a country in the international division of labor and the exchange of 

commodities is /the level of development of its productive forces/, which reflects 

the degree of the nation's internal division of labor and the degree of achievement 

in its productivity. As K. Marx indicated, "the reciprocal relationships among 

various nations depend on how much each of them has Coyeiopes its own productive 

forces, division of labor and internal relationships."“ The presence of a correlation 

dependence between the division of the gross national product into an accumulation 

fund and a consumption fund and the volume of foreign trade must also be taken into 

account. This dependence 1. especially noticeable when there is a considerable 

difference between the import capacity of the accumulation fund and that of the 
consumption fund, 
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of the accumulation jund in the gross national product and an inerease in the demand 

tor machines, eugipment, raw materials and fuel on the one hand and by an expansion 
of export possibilities on the other, 

liowever, the mexe most influential factor /the alge of the population/, with abso- 
lutely no justiticatton, is rejected by certatn economists ae a factor influencing 

the degree of development of foreign trade, For example, Yu. Shishkov, in adhering 

to the widely shared opinion that the degree of participation of a country in tue 
international division of Labor and the exchange of commodities is inversely propor- 
tionate to the capacity of its domestic market and eriticizing (in part justly) 
M.V. Senin, other economists and UN experts who determine market capacity by the size 

of the population, writes as follows: "If one takes countries whose productive 
forees are at more or less /similar/ levels of development, the necessity for them 

to grow into a eygten of world economic relationships depends on...the size of the 
domestic market."’ The capacity of the domestic market, according to this author, 

is determined by the volume of the country's aational income. Yu. Shishkov does 
not take into consideration that, given a “similar” level of development in the 
reproductive forces o! countries (1.e., upon climination of this tactor's influence), 

the capacity of thelr market is determined specifically by population size and is 
directly proportional to it. If, the factor of the development of production torces 
is included in the analysi., the indicator of market capacity==the volume of nations! 

income=-conceals the contridictory roles of two other factors (population size and 

the volume of national per capita income--are synthesized in the volume of national 
income, Moreover, the influence of the growth of the development level on the degree 
of participation of a couwatry in the international division of Labor can be broken 
down into two components: one that has a weaker, negative influence (the growth 
of the domestic market capacity) and one that has a strong positive influence (the 

growth of productive |orces). 

When one compares countries of similar population size, their level of development 
naturally plays a key role, and a large domestic market capacity which is determined 
hy advantages in the development of productive forces not only does not prevent them 
trom having more active foreign economic relations but even directly furthers such 

relations. 

Another important factor which is rightly considered to determine the degree of par- 
ticipation of a country in the international division of labor and exchange of 

commodities is /its adequate supply of natural sources of raw materials and energy/. 
All other conditions being ec ual, the better the position of a country is in this 
respect, the less it will be interested in corresponding foreign deliveries of raw 

materials. Moreover, it must be noted that the development of productive forces leads 
to a relative decline in the significance of this factor, [since the portion of raw 
materials and their role in the internationa! turnover cecline when there is a con- 

stant growth in the significance] of the exchange of highly processed commodities 

(ready-made articies or their unit« and parts). 

/Thus, the degree of participation of a country in the international division of 
labor and exchange of commodities is directiy proportionate to the level of develop- 
ment of its productive forces, which reflects the degree of the division of labor 

within the country and the ‘evel of its productivity, and is inversely proportionate 

to the size of its population and presence of natural sources of raw materials and 

energy./ 
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A basic distinetion characteristic of socialism in the role of the factors that de- 

tertiine the degree of development of toreign trade is the fact that under socialian 
their influence is conseclously taken into account within the framework of society 
and is mantlested by Lt in welleplanned actions, The nature of the forelyn trade 
Of soctallat countries in general is conditioned by the planned nature of their 

economic development, This ta especially important for member nations of CEMA, whore 

development of reciprocal toreiga trade (and recently trade with third nations as 
well) is increasingly being determined not only by the planned nature of the national 
economy but also by the increase of planning in the development of the integrated 

complex of CEMA as a system. Thus Bulgaria's export quota,” which is the largest 

among the CEMA member nations, is not a consequence only of the small size of the 
country's domestic market or high level of development, It is obvious that Bulgaria 

would not be able to have such active foreign trade relations outside of the Council 
for keonomic “tual Assistence, 

An important factor in determining both the level of development of the foreign 
economic coutaets of CEMA member vations and of their level of development in 

general is the /systematic intensification of the international division of labor/, 
especially within the tramework of CEMA, For example, although Bulgaria originally 
was not highly developed and had not developed its internal division of labor to a 
high degree, thanks to its participation in the international socialist division 
of labor it developed effective specialized products for export and thereby more than 
doubled its export quota. By determining the shape of its economy these products have 

also made it possible for the NRB [People's Republic of Bulgaria] to substantially 

increase the volume of its national per capita income, In this way the nation has 
streamlined the structure both of its production and of its foreign exchange of 
commodities, and this structure is distinguished by a greater concentration of ex- 
ports and diversification o! imports than is the structure of the production and 

exports of such countries a» the GDR and ChSSR [Czechoslovak Socialist Republic]. 
The export orlentation and high degree of series production and productivity of the 
NRB with regard to specialized products developed within the framework of CEMA thus 

are conditioned not so much by the development of the internal division of labor as 

by the international division of labor. 

The peculiarities of the domestic market of socialist countries must also be taken 
into account. In contrast to the capitalist market, where the sale of goods is 

held in check by a limited effective demand and disproportionality and where conflicts 

between production and effective demand are resolved by forced foreign economic ex- 
pansion, the socialist domestic market has no antagonistic conflict between the pro- 
duction of goods and the effective demand for them. Because of the high growth 
rates of production ind workers’ income the demand for means of production and con- 

sumers' goods is steadily expanding in the domestic markets of socialist countries. 

An adequate supply of natural resources also plays a role in influencing the 
development level of foreign trade under the conditions of socialist economic inte- 
erotion. For example, the Soviet Union possesses almost all types of raw matvrials 

and fuel. However, despite the high level of its economic development, this not only 

does not lead to a relative curtailment of USSR foreign trade, but on the contrary 
it increases it. In fulfilling its international duty the Soviet Union quite exten- 
sively satisties the need of European CEMA member nations for minerals. The acceler- 
ated development of the economy of CEMA member nations and consequently of their 

foreign trade as wel! greatly depends on deliveries of Soviet raw materials. In 
addition to this, the Soviet Union is naturally a major supplier of machines and 

equipment. 
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lin addition to the ceciprocal eeonomle tactors that determine the conditions for the 
production, sale and consumption of materlal goods, the degree of participation of 

individual countries in the international division of labor and exchange of commoditites 
in also influenced by political factors; however, an analysis of them is a special 
task which can not be uniertaken in this article, 

The factors that determiie the degree of participation of a country in the inter- 
national division of labor are closely interwoven with factors pertaining to the 

development of foreign trade, However, the latter can be studied only dynamically, 
on the basis of materials of an individual country, in contrast to the first group 
of factors whose role can be examined statically, on the basis of materials covering 

“ group of countries for a particular point in time, 

lt the Llae drawn between these two groups of Lactors is not sulificently precise, 

this will resule in inaccuracies in the definitions of the factors of the second 

group as well, For «example, V. Savost'yanov confuses the factors of the development 
of toreign trade with the reasons that Lenin gave for the existence of capitalist 
toreign trade (the development of commodity turnover as a consequence of the division 
of labor, the imequality tn the development of individual parts of social production 

and the overdevelopment of the domestic market).” G,. Danov commits similar errors 
when he lists the following factors of the development of reciprocal crade among the 
CEMA member nations: the structure of production and foreign trade, the development 

of the sclentific and technical revolution, the degree of development of international 
specltalization and of cooperative production, an unequal distribution of natural 

resources among the various countries, the presence of international economic organ- 
izations, prices in reciprocal trade and th: monetary and financial state of CEMA 

member nations, 

it is doubttul as to whether the developmen: of the scientific and technical revolution 
and the degree of development of inteinatioval specialization and cooperative pro- 

duction can be considered to be independent factors. It would obviously be more 

precise to consider them in conjunction wit) an examination of the level of develop- 

ment of productive torces, 

As tar as the unequal distribution of natural resources among the countries is con- 

cerned, this is a tactor relating to the degree of participation of a country in the 
international division of labor, but not relating to the development of foreign trade, 

since it does not [function dynamically to any significant degree. 

Ditferences in the structure of production ind foreign trade are not a factor in the 
development of but rather a reason for the xistence of foreign trade. It must be 
remembered that the division of labor by it. m and cooperative production can also 

develop when there are identical structures ot production (a so-called horizontal 
division ot labor). 

Neither is the presence of international economic organizations a factor in the 

development of foreign trade; instead it emerges only as a prerequisite for the in- 

tensification of the international division oi labor. The systems of price formation, 
currency and finance of CEM\ member nations cau also be classified as conditions for 

the development of fcreign trade. 
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lt seems that the prime factor in the development of a country's foreign trade is th» 

level of development ot its productive lorces; moreover, this in true not only for 

this country (and this has been especially apparent in recent years) but for its 

contractors as well, Under certain conditions population sige miyht also be of som 

Hignifticaunce as a tactor (ntluencing the development of foreiyn trade, Lt is obviou 

that with an intensive development of the economy, the positive influence on exports 

from an increase in the level of productive torces dramatically outweights the neg- 

ative influence trom the growth of the domestic market; and with the development of 
present-day large-scale mass production under conditions of a backward domesti« 

market, the participation of a country in the international division of labor expands 
and the coefticent showing the Supremacy ot the growth of foreign trade over the 

growth of the volume of production increases. It is natural that the period of an 

acute need tor exports arrives sooner tor small countries, since lirge countries 

still have domestic market reserves for many sectors of the economy, 

A ditterent relationship can be assumed in the case of extensive development. in 

this case, the negative influence of the growth of the population becomes stronyper 

and can prevail, accompanted by an expansion of the domestic market through a slowly 

increasing production and by an increase in the country's self-sufficiency through 
amore active exploitation of ‘ts natural resources. Attention must also be paid 

to the strain in the balance o' payments which results from the necessity to meet 
the immediate needs of a -eveloping industry and growing population. 

ln general, one can cenelide that the higher the level of development, the smaller 

the role played by the population as an indicator of the capacity of the domestic 
mirket; but the greater the size of the population, the greater the increase in the 

level of productive torces must be in order for there to be an increase in average 

per capita exports. 

As will be shown Later, it is preferable to take the volume of production of the per 
capita gross national product as the indicator for the level of development of the 

productive torces, whereas dynamic sets of indicators of the volume of foreign trade 
turnover (for a number of years) can serve as the indicators for the development of 

foreign trade. 

On the other hand, as far as the reasons for the existence of the foreign trade of 

socialist countries is concerned, it is our opinion that one must turn first of all 

to the law of the steady lowering of the costs of expanded reproduction, which is 
manifested in the expansion and intensificetion of the international division ol 
labor, as well as to the -ifferences in the structure of social production and the 

supply level of natural r sources. (The role of these reasons is continually 

diminishing at the presen! time.) 

The question concerning the factors that determine the level and intensity of the 

development of foreign trade is inseparably |inked with the question concerning the 
indicators that express these factors. Thus, it is common practice to express the 

level of development of productive forces through the volume of national income 
produced or through the volume of per capit: industrial production. However, the 
national income does not fully reflect the capacity of the domestic market, which is 
always connected with the foreign market. While defining the limits of the demand 

for consumer goods and that part of producer goods which is utilized to expand pro- 

duction and increase the capital earmarked for consumer goods, the national income 

in no way predetermines the demand for those producer goods that go to replace the 

consumed part of the social wealth and consumer goods. Therefore in determining the 
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degree of participation of « country in the international division of labor it is 

preferable to consider the slae of the aggregate social product. This indicator fully 

characterizes the capacity o: the domestic market, Jt not only reflects in per 

caplta terms the specitic capacity of the national market which, in conjunction with 
population size, is what provides the full capacity of the domestic market, but also 

reflects the national productivity of labor, 

The tndicator expressing a country's supply level of natural resources also requires 
amore precise definition, In spite of the opinion of V. Savost'yanoy, who categor- 
ically insists that ",..the area of a country does not reflect its mineral wealth," 

we feel that as a rule there is a direct correlation between the size of the territory 
and the natural resources. Obviously, this 1s precisely what V.1. Lenin had in mind 
when he wrote: ",..Financial capital in general tries to seize as much land as 
possible, po matter what kind or where it my be, ...taking into account the possible 

sources Of raw material,... tor technology is developing with unbelievable rapidity 

in our day, and lands that are unsuitable today can be made suitable tomorrow..." 

Actually, countries with more land are better provided with mineral types of raw 
materials and tuel and have preferable conditions for the production of various 
agricultural products. On the other hand, countries with a comparatively small area 
are usually more poorly provided with raw materials used in industry and produce 

amore limited variety of agricultural products. They depend more on the foreign 
market inasmuchas they are forced to i.port a considerable quantity of agricultural 
products and raw materials for industrial use. It goes without saying that in order 

to pay tor these imports they must increase their exports accordingly. Countries 
with more Land become involved in the international division of labor to a relatively 

lesser degree, inasmuch as their demands for the import of raw materials and food- 
stufts as a rule are not as treat, and this means that their demand for the cor- 

responding amount of exports is also smaller. Nevertheless, it must be kept in mind 

that the need for raw materials is directly proportionate to the level of developmen! 
of a couatry's productive forces, in spite of the fact that as this level is raised, 

the raw materials are used more economically. Experience also constantly confirms 
the truth of the Lerlp ist position that the very posibility of processing minerals 
and agricultural products depends on the level of development of scientific and 

technical progress. 

Serious attention should also be given to the question /concerning the indicators 

and criteria/ for the development of the international division of Labor of a specific 

type. An important contribution to the work on this question was made by V.P. 
Sergeyev. 19 While pointing to the necessity of using an integral system of closely 

related quantitative indicators for the development of the international socialist 
division of labor, he quite rightly differentiates between the indicators for ex- 

pansion and intensification of this process and cites systems of indicators corre- 

sponding to each one, !! 

As an overall coefficient for the development of the division of labor among socialist 
countries V.P. Sergeyev proposes an extremely effective indicator obtained by multi- 

plying the coefficient for the supremacy of the growth cf the reciprocal commodity 

turnover over the growth of their social production (for example, national income) .14 
This indicator synthesizes the features of both aspects of the development of the in- 

ternational division of labor - its expansion and its intensification. 
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However it would be useful for thie comple) and many=aided question cofeerning the 

indicators of the international division o! labor to eliminate certain inaceurar lea 

aid Wake cortatin additions to the system o! indicatora proposed by V.?, Sergeyey, 

Vie of the wet Widespread indieatora for the participation of countries in the ine 

terfutioval division of Labor da the export (and correspondingly the import and 

horeipn ttadejdquota, Yu, Shlahkev aleo relies on this indicator, We writea: "lI 

ohe is te compare the volume of national tneome of various countries with the size 

of their toreiga trade quotas (the relative share of foreign trade turnover in the 

freee domestic produet), it turne oul that a country's external economic dependetic., 

dil oltver conditions beiny equal, ie inversely proportionate to the size of its national 

income, which charaeteriges the volume of domestic demand," ’ The doubt afises as 

te whether a country's “external economic dependence” should be determined by ita 
foreign tfade ta, afd it is even more doubtful whether the quota is inversely 

proportionate to the size of the national income, From Yu. Shishkov's accompanying 
diagram it is apparent that with respect to the size of the foreign trade quota, 
the countri, included in the example are arranged (going with the growth of th: 

quota) in the tollowlng way! Japan, FPranee, Italy, England, FRG, Canada, Swits rian, 
Norway, lolland, Belgium and |uxembourg. However, os K, Popov in particular correct!y 

notes, “het one developed nation of Western Europe is as dependent on imports as is 

Japan. Thue the accelerated development of Japan is based on imports, There is al- 

most oot a single significant branch of industry in Japan that ts not dependent on 
purchases of taw materials abroad,"'4 The same types of discrepancies can also be 

neon | the tadieators tor the external economic dependence of other countries, ‘thus, 

all other vditions being equal, the country with the smallest national income and 

‘Mallest amount of exporte can have the same or even a larger quota than 4 more 
develo od country, even though the external economic dependence of the latter is 
obvious | greater, 

The quota o parent ly can not serve a6 an indicator for external economic dependence 

of a cowtry.'? The opposing influences of two complex factors -- the level of 

deve lopment of the productive torees of a country and its size (expressed in terms 

of population eige and area) combine to determine the quota, In our opinion it is 
advisable t onsider the quota not only as the relationship of exports (imports and 

foreign trade turnover) to the national income or the gross national (domestic) pro- 

duct, but aleo as the relationship of half of the foreign trade turnover to the 

gross gational product. By utilizing the indicator for half of the foreign trade 
turnover, we average out the significance of exports and imports, whose correlation 

in various years might be different, and by relating the volume obtained to the GNP, 
we determine the portion of the GNP that is exchanged on the foreign market. As a 

result we obtain not the indicator of a country's external economic “dependence”, 
but rather the indicator of the relative “openness” of the domestic market (in size 
md level of development, in short <= in capacity) and the relative role of foreign 

trade in the reproduction process, 

Mention must algo be made of an indicator that is an important oupe Loment to the 

quota: the commodity concentration indices of Hirschman or Cini. The higher the 
production level and the “narrower” ite structure, the “narrower” the export struc- 

ture and the higher the export quota. This is connected with the material structure 

of a country's aggregate social product. This structure is characterized by a 

relatively limited assortment of goods, a considerable part of which is earmarked 

for the toreign marke. 
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K.A, Larionov refers to one additional indicator: ",..the propeurtion of a country's 

eaporte in world trade fellects ite participation in the overall international divi- 

sion of Labor and consequently aleo reflects ite degree of economic interest in this 

division,"! However, tile indicator is equivaleat to the absolut) volume of export. 

and may be utiliged only with limited goals, but not a8 an indicator of the external 
PCUTOML "dependence" of a country, On the other hand, the degree of economic in- 

terest in the Laternational division of labor ia determined not only by the absolute 

bul alee by the relative sige of the foreipn trade turnover, It is precisely about 

this type of relative indicator that M, Bopacka and P, Misiuna write the following! 

"A comparison of their share in world exporte with their share in world industrial 

production is one of the basic indicators of the degree of vanpavensnt of a country 

or group of countries in the international division of Labor,” 

A country's Level of development of foreign trade relations is quite accurately 
chatacterized by the volume of ite per capita exports (imports, and half of the 

foreign trade turnover). 

Hot) coettticotenats tor the import capacity of production and the coeff tetents for the 

putticipation of production in exporte are gauges for the relationship of the pro- 

duction area of the economy to the foreign market, Such coefficients can be calculatid 

from the point of view of the individual es: ctors of production and of the national 

eo onomy as a whole. The coefficient for ipport capacity is the relationship of the 
cost of the imports to the production costs of the corresponding sector of the econory, 

it can be calculated both for the last stage of production and with consideration 
given to import consumption during the preceding stages of production (the ful itm 
port capacity). Such calculations can be made on the basis of data from the inter- 

sectorial balance, 

it yoes without saying that the development of cooperation and the intensification 

ol the socialist economi: integration process are continually amending the role ot 

the factors that determine the level and intensity of development of the foreign 

trade of socjalist count ies. This, as well as the obvious complexity of the syster 

of above-mentioned tacto 6 and of the indicators that express them necessitate further 

discussion and investigation of this system, so that the methodological recommendati. ns 

rvgarding a quantitative analysis of the development of the international socialist 

division of labor, the rm ciprocal foreign trade of soctalist countries and their 

economic integration migit be worked out in greater depth. 
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pp 64=66 

j\Article by G, Zaitleeyv, manager of the Department on Cooperation in 
Material and Technical Supplies of the CEMA Secretariat under the Rubric 
socialiat Friendship, ‘Creative Connections are Growing and Developing." 

jlext) Five years have passed since the CEMA Committee on Cooperation in 
Material and Technical Supplies was set up. in that time guch has been 
done to improve and expand economic, scientific and technical cooperation, 

The main questions in the Committee's work continue to be organization of 
cooperation and enhancing the effective utilization of material resources, 

Ite importance of this problem is enormous. Its correct solution will 

sipniticantly facili’ ate meeting the requirements of CEMA countries tox 

basic types of fuel, energy and raw materials. The Committee has drawn 
up @ complex of measures and proposals on the rational and economical 

use of material resources. <A report is currently being prepared on the 
im lementation of that complex. This report will be the first document 

in the history of CEMA that will most fully describe the work being car- 
ricd out on the rational and economical use of material resources. The 

Committee's standing task force on questions of rational and economic al 
utilization of material resources will have much to do in connection with 

the further perfeetion of that important work. The main form in which 
the long-term target cooperation programs and "Complex of Measures" «are 
realized ts the elaboration of specific proposals for promoting practical 
cooperation. The requirements of the CEMA member-countries in fuel, 
energy and raw material resources grow from year to year. Thus, in 1975 
the aggregate consumption of fuel and energy in these countries (without 
the USSR) was 580 million tons of conventional fuel, in 1980 it was 780 

million tons, and by 1990 it is expected to increase to one billion tons, 
while supplies from local resources will decline from 70 to 50 percent. 

Large deliveries of fuel and energy from the Soviet Union are accordingly 
envisaged. 

[he Committee's standing task force and the CEMA Secretariat have drawn 

up proposals on cooperation in energy and fuel saving in various spheres 
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of the ecomomy whith take inte account Matertals submitted by CEMA stand- 
ing committees and @ember=countries, Their realisation will help reduce 

losses of ofl and oil products, a8 well ase other types of fuel and energy, 
during extraction ead enrichment, preparation for transportation, proces= 
sing and atoring, and utilization in energy and technological unite, The 
proposed Measures span a number of industrles and their implementation is 
provided for in the work plans of several CEMA standing industrial com 
Biasions, 

Proposals have bee: prepared which provide for the expansion of coopira- 
tion in effecting savings of copper by improving the construction of 
Various Wares, substitution of other materials, more extensive utilization 
vl steel=based bimetale, utilization of up-to-date equipment in produc ing 
copper and its alloys, and fuller utilization of byproducts of copper and 
coppert-containing alloys. lmaplementation of these measures will be pro- 
meted in CEMA indurtrial standing commissions and international economic 
organizations. 

The program of more extensive utilization of pig-iron with aspherical gra- 
phite in foundrywork provides for expanding the uses of such pig-iron for 
reinforcement, molds, pipes, parts and unite for railway rolling stock, 
farm machines, metal-cutting machine tools, construction and road build- 
ing machinery. This will make it possible to reduce the expenditure of 
metal in manufacturing the respective items by more than 20 percent and 
cut labor in machining castings by one-third to one-half. 

Proposals are also being considered tor cooperation in saving cement, pro- 
cessing clearing tigber and industriel woody waste, the most effective 
uses of semi-killed and low-alloy st: else, reduction of per-unit consump- 
tion of tin, replacement of steel with nonmetallic piping, and reduction 
of losses of synthetic ammonia in it» manufacture, transportation and 

consumption. 

An important aspect of the Committee's work is the continued improvement 
of material and technical supplies. it covers gore extensive application 

of economic-mathemetical methods and computer technology, exchanges of 

surplus and unused stocks, legal aspects of material and technical sup- 
plies, training and advanced training of specialists, and other questions. 

Currently applied program packages for automated control systems for 
material and technical supplies are being drawn up. This will make it 
possible to utilize more effectively a unified system of electronic com- 
puters of one series and expand the sphere of their application. 

The exchange of produce for production, technical and other purposes is 
catried out itn accordance with the basic provisions for organizing such 

exchange approved by the Committee, as well as on the basis of bilateral 

exchange agreements concluded between material and technical supplies 

bodies of the CEMA gember-countries. Special organizations were set up 
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in the eOuntr les te carry Out the exchange operations: the "Vaeahprom 

tekhobmen” All-Union Assoctation within the USSR State Committee for 

Matertalelechnical ‘uppiy. Over four yeare these organizations have signed 

exchange protocols 'o the sum of more than 1,5 billion rubles on the basis 

of which foreign tr. de contracts were coneluded, Lt should be stresned 

that rectprocal exchanges of products are carried out on an interindue- 

triad baste, and over and above the quantities provided for in annual 
trade plana, 

ihe practical exehange of products ia eflected both by utilizing produc=- 

Lion capactt tes availible to the countries and expanding the range and 

Aevortment of reciprocal del iveries, and by im reasingly ex hahpiog eur: 

plue ofd ufueed products stored at material and technical supplies depots. 

lhe prospects tor expanding this sphere of exchange are promising. At 

the same time it ia necessary for decisions on exporting surplus or tem- 

porar.i ly ufuseeo products to be preceded by @ore extensive information of 

territortal supply bodies regarding such products #0 as to preclude ship- 

mite to other countrles of products needed in the country. 

More attentton should be given to economic questions involved if exchanpe 

operations At present decisions regarding export deliveries or import 
Nases of veortous commodities are taken mainly according to the need 

to meet the reculrement. of different branches of industry and eliminate 

allied “bottlenecks” According to estimates of the All Union Asso- 
iution "Vaeshpromtekhobmen", exchange operations are fairly effective 

Par ur economy, 

pur 

it should, however, be borne in mind that the main purpose of the exchange 

perations carried out by central material and technical supplies bodies 

i the CEMA member- countries is to rapidly resolve, during the plan period, 

‘tions of supplying tndividual consumers with urgently needed material 

ind techntcal resources, It is not always possible to assess and evalu- 
ite these factors. It ts therefore necessary to elaborate a special 

methodology tor determining the economic effectiveness of exchange opera- 
tions which would make it possible to take account of the mentioned fac- 

tore and select these goods for exports and imports that would make it 

possible to ebtain the best economic effect from the country's partici- 

pation ta international socialist division of labor. 

An expanding tield in recent years is exchanges of industrial production 

goods. Warehouses are being built for this work. In particular, storage 

factlities are being set up in Mukachevo and Brest for storing and addi- 

tionail working on export consignments of goods manufactured according 

to general toadustrial standards, as well as for transshipment of imported 

goods designated tor many recipients. 

National fairs of sur ius and unused wares are held in which specialists 

from material and technical supplies organizations of CEMA member-countries 

participate Also, these organizations assign representatives to thir 

nations’ trade delegations, which facilitates the expansion of exchange 

operations. 
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The effielency of work in the field of exchanges of surplus and unused 

products can be increased by using computer technology in transmitting, 
receiving, processing and storing data, Plane for 1981-1985 provide for 
the creation of a data system for exchange of resources of the CEMA 
member-countries, It will bring the intormation systems of the material 

and technical supplies organizations of the countries participating in 

reciprocal exchanges of surplus and unused products into a unified net: 
work, This will make it possible to transmit surplus offers and require- 

mente via communication channels to the central data office of the Main 
Computer Center of the USSR State Committee for Material-Technical Supply. 

From there the information will be passed on to "Vaeshpromtekhobmen" 
which, through its own mini computer, will direct it to the respective 

departments and subdivisions according to product. 

lhe Committee ts continuing to perfect the use of legal means for enhanc- 
ing the effectiveness of material and technical supply, saving of resour- 

ces and strengthening plan and contractual discipline. 

The possibilities are currently being studied of creating an international 

departmental system of scientific and technical information in material- 

technical supply in the framework of an international system of scientific 
and technical information. The creation of such a system will make it 
possible to reduce material, tinancial and labor costs of collecting and 

processing data and documents through international division of data pro- 
cessing among the participating countries, which will handle their national 

scientific and technical literature and other documentary sources of intor- 
mation. It will also eliminate needless repetitions at all stages of the 

data process. 

Much work has already been done in the sphere of storage facilities. Thus, 
a “Unified Terminology of Storage Work" has been compiled to facilitate 

mutual understending among specialists; a manual called ‘Methodological 
Provisions for Substantiating Optimum Development and Location of Storage 
inite” will assure more effective use of capital investments. Their use 

makes it possille to reduce transport costes by 5 percent and general 
production costs by 5 to 15 percent. 

Within the coming years the Committee intends to ftormulate proposals tor 

creating systems of machinery and equipment for the integrated mechani za- 

tion and automation ot Loading, unloading, storage and transport opera- 
tions that will take into account the long-term prospects of development 

of storage tacilities in the CEMA member-countries. It also intends to 

prepare organizational, technical and economic measures aimed at raising 
the efficiency of storage facilities and sponsoring a series of reseurch, 

design and technolcgical works aimed at improving services in the turnover 

of means or production. 

Cooperation makes it possible to define unified parameters of cargo units 

for container and unit cargoes as well as long and sheet materials. The 
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CEMA memberecountrles «xtensively employ lists of cargoes recommended for 
transportation in contiiners, packets or on pallets, a8 well as proposals 

jor selecting effletent types of packaging, cargo units and containers tor 

(raneporting and storing various types of products, These proposals wer 

lurwarded for practical utilization to the State Material-Teehnical Suppl) 

Committees of the Union Republics and to Main Territorial Adminiatrationns, 
Lt has been established that their introduction in centralized deliverivns 
of cargoes has vield d a saving of 500,000 to 600,000 rubles tor every 

million tons of tran sported goods. A number of provisions have been for- 

mulated for determining the optimum technical requirements with regard to 

the quality of modern packing materials, such a8 cardboard, heat shrinking 

and stretching plastic films, polypropylene tape, welded cellophane, and 

various combined packaging materials, All this will serve as a bania tor 
drawing up national and CEMA standards. 

Up te 1990, attention will be concentrated on questions of saving material 

resources in manutacturing containers. Along these lines, proposals are 
to be drawn up tor shipping specific wares in containers or in packets 

utilizing @ minimum of packaging; other proposals will provide tor coopera 

tion in etforts to improve the reuse of containers and packaging materials, 

the teasibtlity of using secondary raw materials in manufacturing containe 

eres and packaging materials will be studied, 

lo improve the utilization of production and consumption waste, economi: 

incentives will be developed to encourage mre efficient collection, treat 

ment and processing of old rags, plastics, paper and tires. Proposals 

are being prepared wi ich will provide tor cooperation with appropriate 

internattonal organi:ations in the utilization of secondary raw materials 

with the purpose of improving environmental protection, 

An important aspect of the Committee's work are multilateral consultations 

aimed at determining the necessity and expediency of elaborating spec itic 
cooperation problems, exchanges of views on questions of economic policy 

in the sphere of further impro ing and developing the organization of 
material and technical supply in the CEMA member-countries. Thus, at the 

Committee's ninth session the delegation heads considered a report by 
Committee Chairman N. V. Martynov on proposais for meeting current and 

anticipated requirements of CEMA member-countries in containers and pack- 

ing materials for use in various industries; at the tenth session views 
were exchanged on the main directions of economic, scientific and techni- 

cal cooperation in the sphere of materia! and technical supply for the 

years 1981-1985. 

Lonsiderable improvements have lately been made in planning the work of 

tic Committee and its bodies. The plans span a two-year period and are 

drawn up according to a unified form on the basis of suggestions put for- 
ward by national representatives on the Committee and the heads of its 

bodies. The proposals also indicate questions of cooperation among vari- 
ous industries which must be coordinated with other CEMA bodies. The 
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plane on each question state not only the procedure and deadline tor 

elaborating it, ineluding intermediate stages, but also the intended 
ultimate result and form in which the work ia to be completed, 

The current orgimleational atructure of the Committee and its bodies on 

the whole corresponds to tt» taske of further developing and expandin, 

veonomic, selentific and technical -ooperation among CEMA member=count ries 

in the sphere o! material and technical supply. It ta now the task of 
the specialists working on the Committee to ensure the in-depth and com 

prehensive solution of questions of multilateral cooperativn, 

COPYRIGHT; ladatel'stvo "“Ekonomika’, "Material 'no-technicheskoye snab- 
zheniye", 1980 
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USSReCEMA TRADI 

ACTIVITIES OF CEMA BANKS DESCRIBED 

Kiev POD ZNAMENEM LENINISMA in Russian No 13, Jul 80 pp 59-60 

[Article by A. Bondarenko: "CEMA Nation Banka in the Service of Integra- 
tion”) 

[Text] In embarking upon the fourth decade of equal and mutually bene- 
ficial economic collaboration, the socialist bloc countries are dealing 

with problems steadily increasing in size and complexity. "Those long- 
range goal-oriented programs that define the strategy of collaboration 
for the next decade must now be carried out,” noted Comrade L. 1. Brezhnev, 

general secretary of the CPSU Central Committee and chairman of the Presid- 
ium of the USSR Supreme Soviet, in his greetings to the participants of 

the 23rd Session of the Council for Economic Mutual Assistance [CEMA]. 
“Our main task now, it seems, is to develop the long-range programs into 

a system of concrete agreements and to transform the next two five-year 
plans into a period of intensive industrial, scientific and technical 

cooperation,” 

Collaboration of the CEMA member nations in monetary, financial and credit 
matters is becoming increasingly significant for the successful fulfil!- 

ment of these measures of integration. An example of this collaboratiun 
is the activities of the collective banks of the socialist bloc countries 
--the International Bank for Economic Cooperation (MBES) and the Interna- 

tional Investment Bank (MIB). 

The activities of MBES and MIB are based on the truly democratic principles 
of respect for state sovereignty, independence and national interests; 
non-intervention in internal affairs; complete equality of rights; mutual 
benefits, and friendly mutua! assistance. For the first time in the opera- 
tions of international monetiry and financial organizations, any country 
of CEMA that is a member of these banks, regardless of the size of its 

contribution to their capital fund, has one vote in the bank's council, 
the highest administrative body where all decisions are made unanimously. 
Member nations of the banks have equal rights and the same opportunities 
to receive credits in collective currency (transferable rubles). No polit- 

ical, economic or other conditions are placed in their way. 
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Over a LS-year period a multilateral syatem of credit and settlements in 

transferable rubles has been successfully serving the trade and economic 
relations among the brother nations. For the years 1964-1978, the recip- 

rocal flow of payments among the MBI'S member nations reached 727 billion 
transferable rubles. Last year alone the settlements handled through the 

bank comprised 106 billion transferable rubles--4,.6 times greater than in 
1964, During the one and one-half decades it granted credit for over 46 
billion transferable rubles. The overall volume of the bank's daily opera- 
tions presently exceeds 1 billion transferable rubles. 

The system of credit and settlements in transferable rubles through MBES 
not only guarantees the necessary financial assistance to its member na- 

tions but also actively furthers the expansion of their foreign trade and 
the development of other forms of economic relations. The dynamic growth 
of MBES credit and settlement operations also attests to the growth and 
strengthening of the role played by the collective currency of CEMA member 

nations and to the expansion of its sphere of utilization. 

Collective currency has begun to further foreign economic relations among 
socialist states in three parts of the world--Europe, Asia and America. 
Collective currency can also be used in financial settlements with third 
nations. 

With the creation of the International Investment Bank in 1971, the role 

of the credit policy in the development of processes of integration has 
become greater, and it has become easier to solve problems of providing 

adequate financial support for major national economic projects. The 
sphere of application of the transferable ruble has also expanded consid- 

erably. Whereas before the creation of MIB the transferable ruble was 
used primarily to grant credit for commodity turnover, now it has begun 
to function as an instrument of medium-term and long-term credit tor capi- 

tal investments. 

A large part of the credit granted by MIB is used to implement the coopera- 
tive program of the CEMA member nations to develop the most capital-inten- 

sive fuel-energy and raw materials sectors. About 80 percent of its 
credit in 1971-1978 was granted for these purposes. MIB also finances 
projects whose construction is provided for by bilateral and multilateral 
agreements in various spheres of cooperation or is included in the Coordi- 
nated Plan for Multilateral Measures of Integration for 1976-1980. The 
Soyuz Gas Pipeline is th largest of these projects. In his greetings 
to the participants in the construction of the Soyuz Gas Mainline and the 
Orenburg Gas Complex Comrade L. 1. Brezhnev emphasized that "this great 
construction project has become one of the most convincing examples of 

the development of new forms of collaboration among socialist countries 

in resolving key economic problems in an equitable and mutually beneficial 
manner." In spite of pessimistic prognoses on the part of certain busi- 
ness circles in the West, MIB has confidently coped with the task of fi- 
nancing this unique project by allotting 24 billion transferable rubles in 

credit for its construction, including the necessary resources in convert- 

ible currency. 
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in conducting an active credit policy, MIB channels its resources tu those 
branches of the national economy of CEMA member nations in the vanguard ot 

sclentifle and technical progress, Credit for the construction of new 

enterprises and for the reconstruction and expansion of existing ones is 
xranted if the enterprises meet modern scientific and technical standards 
and can guarantee high-quality production with the fewest possible expen- 
ditures. 

Widely known examples of such enterprises are the Tatra Motor Vehicle Plant 
in the CSSR [Czechoslovak Soviet Socialist Republic], the Ikarus Bus Plant 

in the VNR [Hungarian People's Republic], the Umformtechnik Combine for 
Heavy Press Equipment in the GDR, the Metalchem Chemical Equipment Plant 

in the PNR [Polish People's Republic], a wool-washing factory in the MNR 
[Mongolian People's Republic], an isoprene rubber plant in the SRR [So- 
clalist Republic of Rumania] and many other projects. 

Keinforcing of planning principles and an increasingly noticeable shift 

toward economic efficiency are characteristic of the activities of social- 
ist country collective banks. They are systematically shifting to five- 

year credit plans which will be linked directly to the national! economic 
plans of CEMA member nations and their long-term trade agreements. Pres- 
ently, tor example, MIB is taking an active part in coordinating the na- 

tional economic plans of the CEMA member nations for 1981-1985 in the area 
of capital investments. 

The improvement of MIB credit planning will also greatly facilitate the 
fulfillment of .uch an important task as financing plans stipulated in the 

long-range goal-oriented collaboration programs (DTsPS). According to 
estimates by Soviet economists, the fulfillment of program plans in the 

area of physica’ production will require 80-90 billion transferable rubles 
in 1981-1990. in order to continuously finance long-range goal-oriented 
collaboration programs, MIB is creating special funds to be used for the 
joint construction of projects included in the Coordinated Plan for Multi- 
lateral Measures of Integration for 1981-1985. 

The interest policy is also very important in furthering the effective- 
ness of the credit mechanism of the collective banks of CEMA member na- 
tions. The credit interest rates of MBES and MIB are considerably lower 
than those used in capitalist currency markets. If, for example, the 

interest rate of the MIB for 1977-1980 was set at 3-5 percent per annum, 

depending on the length of the credit period, the interest for analogous 
credit in the Western European money market would be set at a minimum of 

6-8 percent per annum. 

The credit granted by international socialist banks furthers the gradual 

equalization and levelling of the economic development of CEMA member 
nations and is compatible with the harmonious interaction of their national 
and international interests. Thus, given the overall MBES interest rate 

of 2-5 percent per annum, reduced rates of 0.5-1 percent per annum were 
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established for the MNR and SRV [Socialist Republic of Vietnam] and rates 
of 0,5=2 percent were set for the Republic of Cuba. Reduced interest 

rates are also applied to the most important integration projects, For 
example, they were set at 2 percent per annum for the entire credit period 

in the construction of the Soyuz Gas Pipeline. 

In addition to granting credit and making settlements in transferable 
rubles, the banks are successfully developing operations in convertible 
currency and maintain business relations with the larger banks of the 
USA, England, France, the FRG, Italy, Switzerland and other countries and 
also with international and regional banks. For example, the volume of 
MBES operations in convertible currency in 1978 alone equalled 124.6 bil- 

lion U.S. dollars. 

Their sizable operations in the world currency markets and their long 
period of collaboration with major banks have placed MBES and MIB among 

the most trusted and prestigious international monetary and financial in- 

stitutions. 

The convertible currency resources that they attract are channeled toward 

carrying out major integration projects among CEMA member nations and pro- 

mote the development of foreign economic relations between the socialist 
states and all countries of the world. 

Through their activities MBES and MIB are making a sizable contribution 
toward consolidating the material base of socialist cooperation and are 
furthering the systematic expansion in depth and breadth of the process of 
socialist economic integration. On the other hand, as emphasized in the 
decree of the June 1980 Plenum of the CPSU Central Committee "On the In- 
ternational Position and Foreign Policy of the Soviet Union," the continued 

expansion of collatoration among socialist countries in political, eco- 
nomic, defense and other areas and the constructive activities of their 
joint organizations, the Warsaw Pact and the Council for Economic Mutual 
Assistance, are dependable servants of the cause of peace and progress. 

COPYRIGHT: Izdatel'stvo "Radyans'ka Ukrayina", "Pod znamenem leninisma", 
1980 
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TRADE WITH INDUS THIALIZED COUNTRIES 

1 INNI SH PAPER ON BOOK DESCRIBING USSR=FINLAND TRADE COMMISSION 

HWeleinki (US) SUOMI in Finnish 3 Sep 80 p 12 

[Article by Reine Routamo: “Getting to USSR Markets With the TT (Seientific- 
Technical) Method"] 

lleat! tt hae been observed in thie column from time to time that some 
people in finland think of information obout the Soviet Union as some kind 
of seeret sefence that ehould not be sheared with others, Sometimes fear of 
compet ttore ie a reason for this, but ofcen it ia the belief that the 

information really is secret, 

A crack has now been made (one more time) in these beliefs with the 

publication by the government printing center of a 53l-page report, costing 
480 marke, entitled "Mitual Influence in Scientific-Technical and Economic 

Cooperation between Finland and the USSR." It is the result of about three 

years’ work, a guide for scientifie-technical cooperation prepared jointly 
by Finnish and Soviet experts, and most important, it expressly wants to 

give guidance on business matters. And even though this "epos" is appearing 
in Tinnieh (and in Russian in the Soviet Union), it gives a lot of correct 

information to anyone sbout the things that determine economic feasibility 
and profitability calculations in the Soviet Union, how decisions are made 

at various levels, etc. 

Seilenece... 

in the study, which is called a methodological report, these answers do not 
reveal themselves at first glance. The charts, many of which were developed 

to show the course of cooperation between a socialist and a capitalist 
country, appear difficult and "scientific," and many of the sentences in the 
text have been twisted as the result of committee work so that their content 
is unfathomable. Three years was enough time for some people (whose interest 

did not extend to makin, things understandable or who had difficulty in 
"revealing secrets") to call the whole report a “mythodological” report. 
The text of the book does givé, however, some practical guidelines to export 
people, but only after a thorough reading and after its teachings have been 

applied to a practical problem. 



As was said, both countries were represented in the editerial board by 

experts, and even though we are dealing with strictly seientificeteehnical 
cooperation, the experts were business experts, The text that resulted is not 

ordinary business Fini teh, however: The title of one chapter that te impor- 

tant for underatandin, [the book] is: “Theoretical analysis and project= 

direction for cooperative projects," and that will surely frighten many 
people, who will skip over it and, therefore, understand nothing of the rent, 

»»» OF businersa’ 

’ractical expert-sales people, who struggle with Moscow's expensive s\atem 

of rooms, indecision on the part of buyers, and slow timeenet, will not 
find guidanee for themselves in thie book, It does not attempt to be a 
seller's guide, but aime at concrete results, trade. Perhaps it is appropriate 
to observe in this connection that many large Finnish enterprises est imate 
that during the next five years more than half of their exports to the 

Soviet Union will be based on undertakings based on scientific-teehnical 
cooperation. Examples of tt-work that has already been accomplished are 

the sales of paper machines by Norilsk and Valmet, 

Secondly, it should be observed that export to the Soviet Union will be 

based even in the future on energy, which they don't want to exchange for 
simple goods and services that they can provide themselves. import will be 
concentrated on strategic weeds which the country cannot satiaty by itself 

(e.g. rubber) and technoloyy to improve production and to raise productivity 

in needed places, Finns du not have a wide variety of things to offer in 

these areas, since a large part of our own technology is imported technology 
that the Soviet Union could buy directly from those who developed it or 

which we wouldn't even be ollowed to sell to others. 

For these reasons, the boards of directors of Finnish enterprises that have 
even a small amount of trade across the border must determine, in planning 

their eastern trade, how they can offer in the future products that wili 

answer these requirements and will, in addition, fit into the Soviet Union's 
own production system. 

Development of these kinds of export products requires that they be planned 

from the beginning in accordance with their purpose--and this in turn means 
that they be planned together with the buyers. Finnish enterprises have 
now already had to notice that standards and norms mean something different 
in the Soviet Union han here, and a condition of trade is following the Gost 
[expansion unknown] norms. In comparison with the DIN and SF [expansion 
unknown] norms used .n Finland, they are often easier (= greater tolerances), 

but they are in any case different. 
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Any joint preduction of construction project between Finnielh and Soviet 

enterprises is a painful journey, Se the methodological report aime at 

Making the road easier by showing how the course is to be traveled, what kind 

of eape are needed, and why one should want to start on that path, Unfor- 

tunately, in publishing this work 4 selution has been adopted according to 

which the Finnish edition tells how a Finnish enterprise or legislative body 

worke, and thie has meant 4 lot of unnecessary pages, which one can 

ippropriately skip over, 

lhe projects studied, for vhich purpose [the authors] have waded through 

Hh Fin Seviet agreements that have been made up to how, are div ded 
brite even groupe research an development work, planning and consultation 

ervices, development of production processes, deve lopment of producte, 

investment projects, cooperative production and marketing, and joint projects 

in third countries, 

For each of these a chart has been prepared which clearly illustrates the 
phasce through which cooperation must passe and the formal agreements, legal 

locuments, e@te., that must be prepared in each phase. 

Crit ‘{! the work have rateed their eyebrows over this point and have 

tried to claim that theese guidelines are attempting to “cannonize” the sales 

process inte formulas which may not be departed from. This could hardly 

be considered a fault=-since in dealing particularly with the Soviet Union it 

is necessary to act in accordance with the canonical guidelines of the 
central organtzations-<but it is in fact not even true. The guidelines given 
ire only guidelines, and f: llowing them isa entirely voluntary. 

Fin! ‘'s own difficulties 

A caretul reader will aleo find references in the account to that sensitive 

spot on the Flonish side wi ich many knowledgeable people find painful to 
touch, JT mean by this the fact that the most important commercial connec- 

tions with the Soviet Union have been directed into four channels: the 
President of the Republic, the Foreign Minister, and two cooperative groups 

that are in principle inde;endent: the economic commission and the commission 

on sclentifie-technical cocperation. The Foreign Ministry of course tries 
to keep the cooperative groups under its ow supervision, the groups 

themselves are each trying to raise their ow “cat-tail"” higher than the 
ort her . 8, 

The differences betwern the TT-committee and the economic commission have 
sometimes been highly inflamed, and their minutes hardly ever fail to con- 

tain comments about the overlapping work of the various sub-committees. The 
enterprises which should be providing most of the membership of these 
committees do not always know at this point where it would be most 

advantageous for them to sit. 



im the other hand, the Seviet end of each of the four channels ia in a 

different place, so that 'ollowing them leade to different results, 

Cooperation in tt can be a hieved through the tt=-committee particularly, 

the economic commisasion prepares for cooperation in economics and production, 

market diffiewlties can be cleared up through the Ministry's sales=policy 

section, and the President's channel te hardly used except for agreements 
on nuclear reactors, Actual sales are aiwayve made, however, directly between 

the seller and the buyer, 

lt should he eaav in ering iple, as hae been said, for everyone to pueas 

“whe is whe” in these mattere; difficulties are only caused by the various 

“eatetatle,” of in pl in words the personal ambitions of the people iavoelved, 
hor thte reasen alee an enterprise should study the methodology pos with 

care it will lead the enterprise that wante to do business to concrete 

resulle through ttecooperation, ineuring the participation of Soviet expert 

deciston-makere at a sufficiently early stage. 
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TRADE WITH Loc'S 

BRIEIS 

LABLE EXPORTS TO APOGHANISTANe=In the chiid quarter of the plan year the Last con- 
siunmente of poods for export have been dispatched from Dushanbe's Tadzhikabe! 
plont. Simee the beginning of the year nearly 2000 km of flexible Lighting cable 
and service Line have been sent to foreign addresses, For the first time Tajik 

cablemarers are supplying their product to neighboring Afghanistan. The volume of 

cable exporte thie year is approximately 5 percent of output. [By S&S. Sanin] 

|Excerpts| (Dushanbe KOMMUNIST TADZHIKISTANA Russian | Oct 80 p 1) 
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